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Title: National Labor Union vs. Insular-Yebana Tobacco Corporation

Facts:
The National Labor Union filed charges against Insular-Yebana Tobacco Corporation in the
Court  of  Industrial  Relations  (CIR),  alleging  unfair  labor  practices  concerning  the
discriminatory  dismissal  of  three  employees:  Juana  Torres,  Dominador  Gonzales,  and
Honorato Gabriel. The cases were adjudicated under CIR Case Nos. 798-ULP and 851-ULP.
The dismissals were purportedly because of the employees’ union activities, although the
specifics varied among the three. Juana Torres was alleged to have been dismissed for her
anti-presidential campaign within the union, Dominador Gonzales for being a fervent union
member, and Honorato Gabriel under circumstances related to the breakdown of machinery
he operated, which was not repaired presumably due to his union activities. However, the
employer contended the dismissals were for reasons unrelated to union activities. After
proceedings, Judge Arsenio I. Martinez issued a decision on December 26, 1957, finding no
unfair labor practice had occurred regarding the dismissals. Appeals within the CIR were
made, but the court en banc ultimately upheld Judge Martinez’s decision.

Issues:
1. Whether the CIR can order the reinstatement with back pay of dismissed employees in
unfair labor practice proceedings where the dismissals were found not to be due to union
activity but were still purportedly “not justified”.
2. The scope of the CIR’s authority in unfair labor practice cases under the Industrial Peace
Act (Republic Act No. 875) and its capacity to provide remedies such as reinstatement and
back pay when no unfair labor practice is proven.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court held that in proceedings for unfair labor practice under Section 5 of
Republic  Act  No.  875,  the  Court  of  Industrial  Relations  cannot  grant  remedies  like
reinstatement and back pay if the complaint is dismissed because the alleged unfair labor
practice was not proven. The ruling emphasized that unfair labor practice cases should be
prosecuted in the same manner as criminal offenses since they concern violations of public
rights or policies. The decision also clarified that remedial actions, such as reinstatement,
could not be granted by the CIR under its general powers when no unfair labor practice is
found, contrasting with cases where unfair labor practices were implicitly recognized due to
violations of public rights through discriminatory acts.

Doctrine:
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The Supreme Court reiterated the doctrine that acts constituting unfair labor practices are
considered offenses against public rights and are to be prosecuted in the manner of public
offenses. When no unfair labor practice is proven, remedies such as reinstatement and back
pay cannot be awarded under the general powers of mediation and conciliation of the Court
of Industrial Relations.

Class Notes:
1. Unfair Labor Practices: Actions by employers or labor organizations that interfere with,
restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of their rights concerning self-organization,
collective bargaining, or other mutual aid or protection (cf. Section 4, Republic Act No.
875).
2.  Remedies  in  Unfair  Labor  Practice  Cases:  The  Court  may  order  remedies  like
reinstatement with or without back pay if an unfair labor practice is proven (cf. Section 5(c),
Republic Act No. 875).
3. Procedural Posture in Unfair Labor Practice Cases: When an allegation of unfair labor
practice does not result in a finding of such practice, remedies aimed at addressing contract
breaches or wrongful dismissals without the proven element of unfair labor practices cannot
be entertained under the specific powers granted to the CIR for handling such cases.

Historical Background:
The case reflects the legal landscape in the Philippines during the time regarding labor
disputes, specifically on the adjudication of unfair labor practice cases. It underscores a
critical  aspect of labor law – the distinction between general labor disputes and those
classified as unfair labor practices, which are treated akin to public offenses deserving
specific  remedies.  The decision  reiterates  the  limited scope of  the  Court  of  Industrial
Relations in providing remedies in the absence of proven unfair labor practices, a stance
that emphasizes the need for a clear demonstration of such practices to access certain legal
remedies.  This  delineation  serves  as  a  significant  legal  principle  in  the  handling  and
resolution of labor disputes in the Philippines, highlighting the procedural and substantive
considerations that come into play in labor law adjudication.


